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Abstract—The objective of this work is to design and implement a novel framework for automatic signal classification techniques (FACT) for software defined radios (SDR) capable of classifying multiple signals simultaneously. The focus of this work is to create a modular classification framework to facilitate the testing and implementation of new classification methods. The framework is divided into three parts: (i) Sensor resource manager (SRM), which performs the initial signal detection, preprocessing and the delegation of secondary receivers to the corresponding signals of interest (SOIs); (ii) Modulation classifier block (MCB), which takes the received signal from SRM and performs the required modulation classification and (iv) Data library and statistical block contains all the templates required to perform classification, thresholds for signal detection and also known parameters of expected signals. To prove the feasibility of the framework, FACT is implemented and tested on a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) test bed using GNU radio signal processing toolkit. We evaluate the performance of signal detection based on the probability of detection (Pd) in varying signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Additionally, the USRP based experiments demonstrate FACT operating as a single unit, preforming both blind detection and classification of multiple SOIs using different classification methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

With an increasing number of wireless devices, the radio frequency (RF) spectrum is becoming increasingly congested. Spectrum sharing using cognitive radio will maximize the utilization of the existing spectrum. An important functionality of cognitive radio is detection of available spectrum (i.e spectrum holes) by classification and identification of primary user signals. Additionally, signal detection and classification are paramount to several civilian and military applications such as dynamic spectrum access (DSA), authentication, threat detection etc. Signal detection and classification are challenging tasks, especially in a non-cooperative environment where various factors like interference, low SNR, fading, phase and frequency offsets cause distortion to the received signal. SDRs are widely used for the various civilian and military applications mentioned above. The flexibility provided by SDRs makes them ideal for implementing a framework that performs blind detection and classification of unknown signals. The objective of this paper is to design and implement an SDR based framework in order to perform signal detection and classification of multiple SOIs. The framework is beneficial in all the cognitive radio applications discussed above and it enables easy integration with existing systems. It will also serve as a common platform for the evaluation of multiple detection and classification techniques under controlled experimental conditions.

Automatic modulation classification (AMC) is an intermediate step between signal detection and demodulation. In a hostile non-cooperative environment, it is important to detect a friendly signal and demodulate it securely, while simultaneously detecting and jamming the intruder signal. AMC is an important element that helps to detect and classify the unknown signal. It is advantageous to exploit the flexibility of SDRs and re-configure the transceiver between various modulation schemes in response to the available spectrum or channel condition. Since feedback is traditionally provided by the transmitter prior to the reconfiguration, an intelligent transceiver equipped with AMC will increase the transmission efficiency of the radios by automating the reconfiguration process without the need for feedback. Due to the non-cooperative nature and real-world scenarios, AMC faces various challenges due to unknown carrier frequency and phase offset, time offset, signal power, multipath fading, frequency selective fading etc. These techniques have been studied for more than a decade and they are broadly categorized as feature-based (FB) classifiers and likelihood-based (LB) classifiers.

Due to the various kinds of digital modulation techniques and similarly the wide variety of detection and classification methods, it is difficult to select a single detection and classification method that is applicable in all scenarios. This work focuses on developing and implementing a flexible framework that is capable of using algorithms and techniques to perform blind detection and classification of unknown RF signals. Depending on the application or the expected SOI, the framework will dynamically select between different techniques to maintain the desired performance. This dynamic nature will also allow the transceiver to adapt to the QoS requirements of the system. This framework implemented using USRPs will also become a platform for facilitating the implementation and testing of new AMC algorithms and detection techniques for SDRs. The aim of this paper is to discuss the design and implementation of FACT and demonstrate the framework’s capability to use real hardware platforms to detect and classify multiple SOIs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review common approaches in detection and classification. We discuss the design of FACT in Section III. Next in Section IV, we describe the experimental configuration used to evaluate FACT. Finally, the conclusion and future work is presented in
Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Signal detection is the necessary first step in automatic signal classification when the signal parameters such as the center frequency and bandwidth are not known prior to classification. Various detection techniques have been developed for cognitive radio networks. The authors in [1] give an overview on the recent advances in spectrum sensing by describing multiple spectrum sensing strategies including energy detection, cyclostationary based detectors, second-order statistical detectors and cooperative sensing methods. Energy detection has been widely implemented due to its simplicity and good performance in high SNR. Low SNR environments require more computationally complex methods such as the cyclostationary feature based detector described in [1]. The authors in [2] and [3] studied the performance of both, energy- and cyclostationary based detectors on a GNU Radio based test bed using commercially available SDRs. While the implementation of different detection techniques on various hardware platforms is an area of research on its own, the theoretical work on spectrum sensing provides the underlying algorithms which determine the performance of most signal detection schemes. In [4], the authors offer an adaptive spectrum sensing technique with an estimation of the unknown noise variance. A crucial part in the performance of an energy detector is the estimation of noise. The detection threshold is dynamically changed based on the current channel conditions using models based on the probability of false alarm, noise variance and number of collected samples [2], [3] and [4].

The next step after signal detection is AMC, which has been studied for over a decade and there is a large number of techniques available in the literature. Some preprocessing is usually applied on the received signal samples before identifying the modulation type. This preprocessing may include noise reduction, estimation of carrier frequency, phase offset, signal power etc. The requirements of this preprocessing in terms of accuracy and processing time are dependent on the application and classification algorithm being employed. There are multiple techniques used for performing classification of modulation [5]. These techniques are broadly classified into two types, FB methods [6]–[14] and LB methods [15]–[20]. The advantage of the FB approach is the ease of implementation, low computational complexity and a near optimal performance when the classifier is designed well. On the other hand, the LB approach computes the likelihood of the received signal by assuming that the conditional probability density function of the received signal on a given modulation format is available. The final classification decision is made by testing multiple hypotheses. This method is optimal in the Bayesian sense but it is computationally complex.

Some FB approaches use features that extract information in the instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency of the received signal to make a classification decision. Examples of these features include maximum power spectral density of normalized centered amplitude, standard deviation of normalized centered amplitude, phase and frequency [6]. Usually such FB techniques implement a decision tree approach, such that the first stage decides whether the modulation belongs to classes such as ASK, PSK, FSK etc. Subsequently, in the next step the order of the modulation scheme is determined. Some other FB approaches include wavelet transform based algorithms [14] and signal statistics based algorithms which use cyclic cumulants [11]–[13]. The LB approach is divided into three main categories depending on how the unknown quantities are modeled. Average likelihood ratio test (ALRT) models unknowns as random variables, general likelihood based approach (GLRT) models unknowns as deterministic and hybrid likelihood ratio test (HLRT) models unknowns as both deterministic and random variables. The ALRT based algorithms usually have higher computational requirement when compared to HLRT and GLRT. There has been several works aimed to reduce the computational complexity of an LB approach [19]. Additionally, there are works which use multiple sensors to improve the classification performance [18]–[20] especially in the low SNR scenarios. Overall, it can be seen that the performance of LB schemes is optimal in the Bayesian sense but the total computational time it takes to get to a decision might be longer than what the system requires.

Although some of the work mentioned above shows the ability to classify a wide range of modulation schemes, most of the proposed AMC techniques provide a solution to classify only a subset of modulation schemes used today. It can also be observed that efficiency of operation for each method may be limited by SNR, the assumptions made about time offset, frequency offset and computational complexity etc. In other words, one method (e.g. FB approach) of AMC may be suitable over the other (e.g. LB approach) depending on the application and existing scenario or vice versa. This induces the need to have multiple classification algorithms available for use to cover a wider number of modulation schemes and various operational configurations. A central decision center is also needed to detect various active SOIs and choose most appropriate modulation classification techniques for each SOI. To the best of our knowledge, there is very little work which
evaluates the performance of AMC using actual SDR hardware [2], [18] rather than simulations. Thus, the aim of this paper is to provide a novel SDR based framework to enable such capabilities and extract benefits of using hybrid (both LB approach and FB approach) classification techniques. Additionally, the intent is to encourage and facilitate the process of implementing detection and classification techniques on software defined hardware like the USRP.

III. FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Figure 1 depicts the overall design of FACT developed for a cognitive radio based test bed. FACT will perform detection and modulation classification of multiple SOIs. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the black and blue lines represent the received signal flow and the information and control flow respectively. The SRM acts as the intelligence center for FACT. SRM is attached to a wideband primary receiver which performs the initial signal detection. The primary receiver looks for any activity within the target spectrum assigned by the application to extract the center frequencies and bandwidths of the detected SOIs. Next, the SRM delegates the secondary receivers to monitor each detected signal individually and to collect data for the modulation classifier block. The SRM will then perform the initial preprocessing of the individual signals and divide them into multiple frames with corresponding headers referring to the type of modulation classification to be used by the classifier. This encapsulation process will be application specific and the SRM uses information from the preprocessing and the data library to choose an appropriate classification method. According to the headers provided by the SRM, MCB may have to perform multiple levels of classification instead of just one. The final decision is made by the MCB and this information is updated in the data library to provide feedback to the SRM and to evaluate the performance of FACT.

A. Sensor resource manager

As shown in Fig.2, the SRM controls the operation of two types of sensors: (i) A primary receiver (RX) that continuously scans the target spectrum for potential signals. The receiver can be any commercially available SDR with a re-tunable radio front end that has a wide frequency range and large digital/analog bandwidths, both essential in wideband spectrum sensing. (ii) A variable number of secondary receivers (RX₁, ..., RXₙ) that can be low cost sensors with lower frequency ranges and bandwidths than the primary receiver. The secondary receivers are assigned by the SRM for narrowband data collection at specific frequencies and sample rates depending on the signal detection results. In case of a spread spectrum signal, another primary classifier can be used for cyclostationary analysis at target frequencies.

The SRM itself is implemented in Python and C++ consisting of three main software modules: signal detection module (energy detector), sensor assignment module and signal extraction module. The signal detection module is chosen by the SRM depending on the RF environment and the types of signals to be detected. Energy detector is initially chosen as the spectrum sensing module due to its simplicity and good performance in high SNR. After additional sensing modules become available, the SRM will adaptively choose between different sensing techniques. The sensor assignment module assigns secondary receivers based on the signal detection results. Meanwhile, the primary receiver continues to perform wideband spectrum sensing for any additional signals. The center frequency and bandwidth estimates of all detected signals are put into a queue by the signal detection module. Next, the sensor assignment module accesses this queue and evaluates the available resources to efficiently assign secondary receivers for each SOI in the queue. Finally, the signal extraction module performs the required preprocessing to extract the desired signal from noise or it combines signals from multiple sensors and encapsulates the data. The filtered complex data samples are arranged into frames with a corresponding header as shown in Fig.3. The header consists of a signal ID, frame ID, time of detection, estimated signal parameters such as the frequency and bandwidth, suggested classification method, Rx ID signifying which radio(s) collected the data, frame length and an empty reserve field for the classification result (modulation type) as shown in 3. These frames are passed on to the MCB which uses the information in the header to perform the required modulation classification. The method of signal detection that is currently implemented in FACT is explained below.

The detection of a signal from received samples can be...
where $h$ and $s[n]$ are the channel impulse response and target signal respectively, $w[n]$ is additive white gaussian noise and $i[n]$ represents other sources of interference; thus the equivalent noise observed at the antenna input is expressed by $\hat{w}[n]$. The energy detector is implemented using the GNU Radio signal processing toolbox and Python programming language together with a USRP N210 SDR. The GNU radio based flow graph of the energy detector is shown in Fig.4. The USRP source block supplies a stream of complex IQ samples at a requested sample rate from the radio through a Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) connection. The samples are then grouped into vectors of size $N = 1024$, where $N$ is the number of points in the FFT. The vectors of complex samples go into a 1024-point FFT block, where a Blackman-Harris window is applied to each vector before computing the FFT. Next, the power is obtained by taking magnitude squared of each sample. The output frames go into a custom GNU Radio block called ed_statistics. First, it calculates a time average over multiple FFT frames at each FFT point, after which the block forms the test statistics and converts all results into decibels (dB). The detection test statistics are obtained based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion by computing the total power in a set of $N$ samples [3]

$$Y = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} |X[n]|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $X[n]$ corresponds to the received samples in the frequency domain.

The test statistics are written into a FIFO from where the SRM reads in these test statistics and compares it to a dynamically calculated detection threshold. The threshold is calculated as follows [2]

$$\Gamma = \mu + Q^{-1}(P_{fa}) \sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the mean and standard deviation of the time averaged FFT points respectively, $Q^{-1}()$ represents the inverse Q-function and $P_{fa}$ is the probability that the detection module chooses $H_1$ while the correct decision is $H_0$. The decision rule can be modeled as [3]

$$D(n) = \begin{cases} Y \leq \Gamma & \rightarrow H_0 \\ Y > \Gamma & \rightarrow H_1 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

If a signal is detected, the SRM estimates the center frequency and bandwidth and looks for a match in the data library or in case no match was found, updates the library with new signal parameters.

B. Modulation classifier block

The received signal, preprocessed and encapsulated by the SRM, is fed to the MCB. According to the headers obtained from the SRM, this block may perform simple classification of modulation format or may choose to run multi-level classification techniques which may be FB decision tree scheme, computationally complex LB classification or both. All the required algorithms will be imported from the data library based on the headers created by SRM. The MCB will be able to process $n$ parallel SOIs from the SRM, where $n$ will depend on the resources available in terms of sensors and computational capability. Each of these $n$ parallel SOIs can be classified using different classification techniques. After the classification decision is made, MCB adds the result to the reserve field of the frame header previously created by the SRM. This frame with the classification decision in the header is then sent to the data library and statistical block where the results are stored for feedback to SRM and other components of the communication system (e.g. demodulator).

We present a specific scenario to better describe the advantages of having a framework capable of utilizing multiple techniques. The SRM will estimate the SNR of the detected signal during the preprocessing stage. While the estimated SNR is above a predetermined threshold, the SRM may choose a less computationally intensive approach using FB classification [6], [7], [9] which requires only a single sensor. But when the SNR falls below the threshold, the SRM will switch to multi-sensor LB techniques developed to improve classification in low SNR scenarios [18]–[20]. Hence, we utilize the hardware and computational resources efficiently to maintain the required performance of the classifier based on the existing scenario. In the above case, a hybrid approach was used with the assistance of the flexible framework. In other words, we use the advantages of both FB classifier and LB classifier to improve the performance of the system.

Since the objective of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of using a hybrid classification approach, we first implement a simple FB classifier to perform the initial classification between FSK modulation and PSK. Then we use an LB approach to classify between 8PSK and QPSK. The feature used in our implementation is the maximum value of power spectral density of the normalized-centered instantaneous am-

![Fig. 5: Modulation classification block](image)
The average of the instantaneous amplitudes given by

\[ \gamma_{\text{max}} = \frac{\max|FFT(a_{cn}(n))|^2}{N_s} \]  

where \( a_{cn}(n) = \frac{a(n)}{m_a} - 1 \)  

where \( a(n) \) is the absolute value of the analytic form of the received signal. The number of samples is given by \( N_s \) and \( m_a \) is the average of the instantaneous amplitudes given by

\[ m_a = \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{n=1}^{N_s} a(n) \]

The normalization of the instantaneous amplitude is required to compensate for the channel gain. Once \( \gamma_{\text{max}} \) is calculated, it is compared to a predetermined threshold \( (T_{fb}) \) to distinguish PSK signals from an FSK signal. The signals that have \( \gamma_{\text{max}} < T_{fb} \) are classified as FSK signals and \( \gamma_{\text{max}} > T_{fb} \) are classified as PSK signals, after which the data is sent to the next stage of classification to determine whether it is a 8PSK or QPSK signal.

Next, we implement an LB approach [19] which performs hybrid likelihood ratio test to perform classification. The author uses Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to reduce the computational complexity. Since this approach is optimal in Bayesian sense, it should provide high probability of correct classification \( (P_{cc}) \) between the PSK signals. Both these classification techniques are implemented in Python to work along with GNU radio used to control the USRPs.

C. Data library and statistical block

The data library encompasses various formulas corresponding to different classification techniques, estimated unknown signal parameters and other values such as detection thresholds with associated frame numbers, decisions made etc. The data library feeds updated data to the SRM to help it make a decision on the detection and classification techniques to be used for each frame that is processed. Depending on the application the framework is used for, specific variables or registers are defined and they are updated as the system performs detection and classification. The statistical block is used for evaluation of new algorithms that are implemented using FACT. This statistical block will compute metrics like \( P_{cc}, P_d, \) false alarm rate, and provide graphical representation of the performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the implementation of FACT using open-source signal processing software called GNU radio. GNU radio is a commonly used framework to program various software defined algorithms that incorporate the USRP. GNU radio comprises of various signal processing and digital communication blocks which are used to implement transmit and receive chains for various digital modulation schemes. As shown in Fig. 6, the experimental setup consists of two Linux based host PCs, three USRP N210s used as primary receiver (RX) and secondary receivers (RX1 and RX2) and two USRP X310s used as transmitters (TX1 and TX2). The

SBX and CBX daughterboards are used with the radios, which cover frequency ranges from 400MHz to 4.4GHz and 1.2GHz to 6GHz. The receivers (USRP N210s), provide up to 40MHz of instantaneous analog bandwidth. The analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters on the motherboard use a 100MHz master clock and sample at 100MS/s and 400MS/s respectively. The on-board Xilinx Spartan 3A-DSP 3400 FPGA performs the required digital interpolation or decimation to provide the required sampling rate. The host PC interfaces with the USRP using a Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) connection.

These initial experiments were conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of FACT to perform detection and classification using real SDR hardware. The first set of experiments is conducted to evaluate the signal detection module implemented in the SRM. As discussed in section III-A, we implement the dynamic threshold based energy detection using (4). A single USRP X310 is set up as a transmitter and it is placed at a distance of 10ft from the primary receiver. USRP N210, \( P_d \) is computed by observing 50 consecutive attempts of detection by the energy detector module. This is repeated by using two values of \( P_{fa} \) in the threshold calculation; \( P_{fa} = 0.4 \) and \( P_{fa} = 0.1 \). Figure 7 depicts the plot of \( P_d \) vs SNR with the above mentioned set up. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that choosing a higher \( P_{fa} = 0.4 \) value to calculate the threshold enabled the detector to detect low SNR signals compared to using \( P_{fa} = 0.1 \). As expected, we noticed multiple false detections in case of \( P_{fa} = 0.4 \), especially at the lower SNR region. Although there were no false detections while using \( P_{fa} = 0.1 \) even at lower SNR, it performed adversely when
used to detect multiple signals simultaneously. Since the aim of the next set of experiments illustrates FACT operating as a single unit that monitors the desired spectrum to detect two SOIs and perform modulation classification using both FB and ML techniques, we chose to use $P_{fa} = 0.4$ for our threshold calculation.

![Spectrum of three simultaneous transmissions](image)

**Fig. 8: Spectrum of three simultaneous transmissions**

Tables I, II and III show the $P_{cc}$ of each transmitted modulation with varying transmit gain. $P_{cc}$ is calculated from 25 decisions made by the MCB using the frames acquired from the SRM which performs blind signal detection within the target spectrum. It can be seen from the $P_{cc}$ values of tables II and I that the classifier’s performance decreases as the transmit gain reduces. The $P_{cc}$ values of table III shows deviation from the expected result. Though $P_{cc}$ values of GFSK are consistently high with small deviations, the $P_{cc}$ value of QPSK seems to be low at high transmit gain but increases when transmit gain is low. Upon further analysis, it was discovered that QPSK was being classified as GFSK at high transmit power. This could be because GMSK transmitter was causing interference on the frequencies chosen by QPSK transmitter. Thus, when the transmit gain was reduced, interference decreased and the $P_{cc}$ for QPSK increased. This will be further investigated in future works and we will also add multi-sensor classification techniques for low SNR scenarios. Overall, these experiments successfully demonstrate FACT performing as a cohesive unit; energy detector detected and estimated frequencies of SOI, SRM delegated secondary receivers to these frequencies and finally MCB used the frames obtained from SRM to make classification decisions.

For the next set of experiments we use the setup shown in Fig. 6. The transmitter is set to transmit at different frequencies using GFSK, 8PSK and QPSK modulation schemes. Figure 8 shows an example of the spectrum where all the three transmitters are active simultaneously. Due to the limitation of resources we only use two active transmitters in the following experiments. Thus, at any particular instant two transmitters are active at two distinct random frequencies transmitting two of the above three modulation schemes. The SRM uses the primary receiver ($RX_1$) to detect the presence of an active signal and estimates the center frequency of each distinguishable SOI. Then, the SRM delegates the secondary receivers ($RX_1$ and $RX_2$) to tune to each corresponding SOI and creates frames for the MCB to make a classification decision. According to the information in the header of each frame, MCB imports the required algorithm from the data library and makes the classification decision.

In these three test scenarios, we have implemented a simple feature based approach to classify a FSK signal from a PSK signal. Then, if a PSK signal is observed, an LB approach is used to classify between 8PSK and QPSK. The receiver gains are set to a constant 1dB and the transmitter gain is varied from 1dB to 20dB. Since, the transmitters and receivers are placed close to each other even at 1dB of transmit gain we recorded high SNR values. We chose this setup because at this point the focus of this work was not to stress test the classification algorithms but to show the feasibility of implementing a FACT using real hardware.

In this paper, we have described the design and implementation of a flexible framework (FACT) for performing blind detection and classification of multiple simultaneous SOIs in the given spectrum. The feasibility of FACT is demonstrated through implementation of the framework using USRPs. The performance of the energy detector was evaluated using different thresholds. We successfully implemented a simple FB classifier and an LB classifier to show a hybrid AMC approach used to maintain good $P_{cc}$ and demonstrated the blind detection and classification of multiple unknown signals using USRPs. Additionally, the implementation showed how FACT could be used by researchers as a common platform for comparing the performance of multiple detection and AMC techniques using real hardware and verify if it corroborates with the simulation results.

In future, we would like to add more classification algorithms into our data library to classify a larger number of
modulations in various constrained environments. The performance of the energy detector is limited due to its noise sensitivity. Thus, we are implementing techniques like cyclostationary to improve the signal detection module. The current usage of the secondary receiver is simple and not optimized. We plan to use time sharing or similar techniques to enable a single secondary receiver to collect samples from multiple SOIs. Additionally, as a next step we want to formulate multi-objective optimization problems to optimize the use of available resources to maximize the performance of FACT in terms of number of SOIs detected and classified accurately.
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